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This practical handbook contains everything its user needs to know when performing routine

urinalyses. Comprehensive in scope, the book discusses the formation of urine, its constituents and

properties in both health and disease, the origin of these constituents, and the principles of

urinalysis. Explanations of abnormal test results are provided together with several procedures that

can be used as alternative or confirmatory tests.
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I agree that this book is an excellent reference book, but what I am truly disappointed about this

book is the fact that this needs a major update. The list of suppliers of urinalysis products, for

example, needs to be updated to reflect the current condition. It contains products and companies

which are no longer available. Creatinine is a major component of urinalysis today for liver/kidney

screening, but it is not even mentioned. The urinalysis field has progressed over the years, and this

book should mention a few automated automated microscopic and flow cytometory instruments to

benefit readers.

Great for learning how to do Urinalysis.

A must have for anyone performing urinalysis. Had to buy this copy because the old copy at our lab



had fallen apart and was being kept in a baggie. Best pictures ever. Thanks Sr. Graff

This is our "bible" of Urinalysis. We actually lost our laboratory copy that had been a part of our UA

department for years!! So, our new one is a replacement.We train a lot of bench technical staff- both

new and very experienced staff refer to "Sister Laurine" regularly! She is like an old friend.I highly

recommend this for anyone who either needs a learning tool or just a freiendly reference.

My copy had been loaned and never returned. So glad to hsve anothercopy.

Gold standard of laboratory urinalysis.

Sound like a line from the Matrix? But here, at least as narrowly applied, appropriateI hate to use

the descriptive word "Bible." as it can be offensive to Christians.--but also as narrowly applied, here

it may again be again appropriate.In my 36 years as a Medical Laboratory Specialist in a local public

health lab, this was our 'go to' book on urine sediments. When my wife received her advanced

degree in nursing 20 years ago, this was top of the pile for grad gifts from me (at least of the

practical genre.)The volume pictured is a sturdy well-bound 284 page paperback. Both the starting

and ending of the book (some 70 pages or so in all) are used in a discussion of test strips and other

procedures that are likely to become outdated by ongoing technology. This is the only reason I gave

it less than one star. Some of these 70 pages, however, includes some material concerning urinary

function and physiology which may be of timeless interest and value. What remains, (the interior of

the book) is packed with wonderful photographs of crystals, fibers, oval fat bodies, parasite ova, and

whatever else the work-a-day med tech may run across in a routine urinalysis appearing exactly as

it would in such a microscopic examination.This is about as cheap as I have seen a new copy

selling in about a year or so.

A classic book that I've referred to many times and a must-read for any CLS. Loaded with pictures

and printed on glossy paper makes it even better. Easy to read and understand if you are a clinical

laboratory scientist, but even the layperson could benefit from it, after all, urine is highly diagnostic

for many ailments, and you can buy the 10-pad urinalysis strips on  now. Barry Ogston - ABC Water

and the Number Crunch Diet
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